your
commercial
network

A world
of solutions
just around you

We have had experiences
in managerial positions
for more than 20 years
in firms which are
leaders in technologies
and electro-hydraulic
equipments in the
automotive field.

is a world of resources
which can transform
“ideas” into winning
results through the best
products made in Italy.

is strategically located in
Modena, Italy, worldreference with regards
to applied technologies
for the mechanical,
hydraulic and
machineries’ industry.

Dlift

Wide range of telescopic arms
from 3 to 40 tons capacity and
knuckle arm types from 2 to 26
tons capacity. A simple system to
work in every “lifting” condition.

WELDOX 700, strong, elastic, low
weights, compact sub-frames,
incomparable ratio: prices /
quality / performances. Extending
and retracting: NO PROBLEMS!

Cast components with high
mechanical characteristics
increases structural strength
and resistance on all our Dlift
range.

Proportional hydraulic distributors,
limited electronic components to
avoid operational failures, easy
to use and to maintain. Product’s
reliability over 30 years “on field”!

We have
elevated
the concept
of quality
Innovative, reliable and highly
performing mechanical, electrohydraulic systems and components,
thanks to the constant monitoring
oriented to the extreme research
of the highest quality, day after day,
year after year!

your utmost business value added.
7 days a week, 30 days a month,
365 days a year! We are in a position,
at 360°, to supply you with the highest
standards of technical commercial
advice, custom-made professional
training, global aid and competence
in any field in guarantee of what
is more important for all of us:
the success of our customers!

Dcranes

Recycling and Timber Cranes,
from 4 to 30 T/m. Seven product
lines, Z and L types, with
more than 80 configurations
currently available.

ISO certification by D.N.V. The cranes
are produced with ultra high strength
steel like WELDOX with a great elastic
limit. Technical, commercial and
service info are available 365 days!

Truck’scranetosuitanyliftingconfiguration
from2to150T/m.Widerangeofaccessories
suchasradiocontrols,winches,etc.Free
checkon weightsdistribution/stabilityfactor
forYour working’s safety.

Specific crane models designed
to provide high operational
performances in the most difficult
and stressful working conditions like
Marine and Military environment.

Dlink

Each Dlink product will easily lift
yours: Sands, Stones, Blocks,
Bricks, Logs, Rails, Dung and
any agricultural / industrial /
construction materials.

Strong and reliable attachments and
rotators for cranes and excavators,
Grapples, Grabs, Log grabs, Brick
stacks and much more, ranging
from 40 L to 1,000 L capacities.

All the welded joints and
structural components made
out of bent steel are elastically
balanced under load and have
ideal resistance to fatigue.

Quality, low weights and high
performances are the main
characteristics of the Dlink
products range. Build up now a
longer life to Your working tools!

“Made in Italy”
all over
the world

your global partner in terms of
complete solutions in sectors
of: transportation, handling
& recycling, oil & gas, earthmoving, mechanic and electrohydraulics. Components like:
variable and fixed displacement
pumps, hydraulic motors,
PTO’s, proportional vales,
hydraulic power packs, steel and
aluminium oil tanks, winches,
grapples, clamshells, cylinders,
accessories for body-builders
and much more.

YOUR COMMERCIAL NETWORK

Dcomponents

PTO’s, Gear and Piston pumps,
Oil tanks, Valves and Wet kits
to suit any kind of industrial or
agricultural applications.
Hose reels and fixing rods.

Hydraulic and Electrical
winches! Compact, Fast, Heavy
hoisting for any lifting
or pulling works. Monoblock
and component distributors.

Innovative, ergonomic and
multifunctional radio remote
controls (Levers / Joy sticks) to
operate in any kind of climates.
Hyd. and electrical Power packs.

Oil coolers, alum and fiberglass
baskets, std. / suppl. outriggers.
Front end and under body
cylinders for tippers bodies.
Spare parts.
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